“If I could share one thing, it would
be for dentists & patients to see what is
possible. Too often we get mired in the
present and our conditions. We lose
hope and sight of what could be.”
Michael J. Melkers, DDS, FAGD,
Educator, Clinician, & Life Long Learner

Dr. Melkers has presented and has been published around the world on occlusion topics, communication and
restorative dentistry applicable to the every day and the “some day” practice. He is the founder of the Nuts
& Bolts Occlusion programs & has served as the Director of Occlusion & Aesthetic Dentistry at the Pacific
Northwest AEGD Residency Program, as a mentor for The Pankey Institute and as visiting Faculty at The
Spear Institute. He currently serves as an ad hoc reviewer for the Journal of Prosthetic Dentistry and as the
Editor for American Equilibration Society. Dr. Melkers enjoys sharing real world challenges as well as
solutions in his interactive learning experiences.
After practicing for 18 years in Washington State, Dr. Melkers has relocated to Hanover, NH where he is in
private practice, with an emphasis on comprehensive aesthetic and restorative care. He balances his time
between private practice, teaching, research and publishing.

Why Dr. Melkers would be a
great choice for your next meeting

Dr. Melkers brings an interesting mixture of rationale, methodology
& implementation that make his programs quite unique. Dr. Melkers
shares not only his successes but also the challenges that he has
encountered during over 20 years of clinical practice and laboratory
experience. It is important for him that participants in his programs
not only understand the need for the skills, but how to incorporate
them into their practices once they return. Having presented on 5 of
the 7 continents, attendees around the world frequently describe his
programs as engaging & interactive.

SPEAKING TOPICs

From 18 minute TED type talks to multi-day workshops or something
in between, Dr. Melkers has programs that will make your event
success Possible!
>> Patient & Team Communication
>> Practical & Efficient Outcome Based Case Planning
>> Practical Occlusion-from Single Tooth Dentistry to the Complex Care
>> Lecture, Workshop or Customized Formats
>> Specific program details available on request

“Mike can teach you those hard and soft
skills better than anyone else I’ve come
across in dentistry. I’m a far better dentist
since I began studying with him.”
- Dr Adam Marengi
Medford, MA

“In three days I have felt more confident
and competent in communication, treatment planning & occlusion than I thought
possible from just one course attendance.”
Dr. Rhiannon Solter
Gold Coast, Australia

“What you did was so authentic,
careful and enabling that some magic
actually did happen in that room.
Thanks a million Mike - you are giving
more of yourself than anyone could ask.”
Dr. Steve Davidson
Libby, MT

BOOK DR MELKERS FOR YOUR NEXT IN-OFFICE, ASSOCIATION OR STUDY CLUB EVENT!
FOR MORE INFO : WWW.MICHAELMELKERS.COM | EMAIL: INFO@MICHAELMELKERS.COM | 509-868-7790

